
VOCABULARY AND PRONUNCIATION 
House and home 

Compound nouns and adjectives 

Words can combine to make new words. 

look at the examples. Which are nouns and which 
are adjectives? 

life lifestyle lifelong life-size 
life expectancy life insurance 

Your dictionary can tell you when to use hyphens 
and spaces. 

2 Read the compounds aloud. Which words are stressed? 

3 look at the texts on pplQ-12 and find some compound 
nouns and adjectives. 

1 How many new words can you make by combining a 
word on the left with a word on the right? Which are 
nouns and which are adjectives? 

home 
house 

work made 
page plant 
less grown 

wife sick proud 
town coming 
bound warming 

1 DO Listen to the conversations. After each one, 
discuss these questjons. Who is talking to who? What 
about? Which compounds from exercise I are used? 

1 Complete these lines from the conversations. 

I'm going away for two weeks. Do you think you 
could possibly water my for me? 

2 Don't worry, I know how you are. I' ll 
make sure everything stays clean and tidy. 

3 Let's give her a spectacular party when she 
gets back from New York. 

4 Me? I'm just a . Four kids, cakes, 
and vegetables! 

5 We're having a party on the 12th. Can you 
come? I'll give you our new address. 

6 Mind you, with it being much bigger, there's much 
more to do! 

7 Her grandmother's sick and ____ , so they have 
to go and help. 
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'PletUe 111m it dow" - Daddy's trying to do 
your IlOmework: 

4 DO Practise saying the lines in exercise 3 with 
correct stress and intonat ion. Listen and check. Try to 
remember more of each conversation and act some of 
them ou t with a partner. 

S Work in groups. Make compounds by combining words 
from one of the boxes in A with as many wo rds as 
possible from B. Use your dictionary to help. 

A • 
book tea pill line mail way case 
computer sleeping bell light air house bag 
air door 
junk open software escape office 

food fire food poisoning pot step 

word head rest alarm shelf program 

Share your words with a different group and explain the 
meanings. 

~ SONG Don' t leave home Teacher's Book pl4J 
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LISTENING AND SPEAKING 
Things I miss from home 

1 When have you spent lime away from home? Where did you go? Why? 
Did you have a good time? What did you miss from home? 

2 Write down one thing that you mjssed on a piece of paper, and give it 
to your teacher. You will use these later. 

1 l1li Listen to some people talking about the things they miss most 
when they are away from home. Take notes aJld compare them in groups. 

What they miss Other information 

Andrew 

Helen 

Gabriele 

Paul 

Sylvia 

Chris 

14 Unit 1 . No place like home 

4 lID Read the lines below. Then listen 
again. Who is speaking? What do the 
words in italics refer to? 

That sounds very silly but I like to see 
them from time to time. 

2 I can't bear to wake up in the morning 
and be without them ... 

3 ... irs all very reassuring, even if Ite's 
telling something dreadful. 

4 And I am there, waving the aerial 
around and twiddling the knob ... 

5 They can be quite wonderful because 
you don't need to worry about traffic ... 

6 ... and spend ... a large part of the day 
just sitt ing around reading the paper, .. 

5 Read aloud the things that were written 
down in exercise 2. Guess who wrote 
them. Whose is the funniest? The most 
interesting? 
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l exis 

Home 
What does lIome mean to you? Read some people's answers. Which three do you relate to 
most? 

a) Home is a roof over my head. (Gorball, 27, UK) 
b) Home is a warm bed. (Hye-YUII, 15, Sou tll Korea) 
c) ijome is warmth, love and safety. (Andrea, 30, Croatia) 
d) Home is a ll the effort and sacrifice that I've ever made. (Vera, 76, Serbia) 
e) Home is where my mother is. (Guiseppe, 28, Italy ) 
o Home is where I go to change clothes between parties. (Ivan, 19, Russ ia) 
g) Home is where most of my memories are. (josef, 70, Czech Republic) 
h) Home is where I can scream at the top of my lungs and no one minds. (Natalie, 14, USA) 
i) Home is where you always want to go back to. (jorge, 34, Argelltilla) 

(Quotes from COLORS:~) 

Ideal homes 

1 Complete the sentences below with words from the box. Use singular or plural forms as 
necessary. Compare with a partner. 

flat I apartment cottage detached house bungalow 
hotel suite 

semi-detached house 
villa terraced house cha let 

a) I live in al an ... 
b) Most of my friends live in . . . 
c) I know a few people who live in 

houseboat 

d) I know one person who lives in a /an . , 
e) I can't think of anybody I know who 

lives in a / an ... 

LANGUAGE TOOLBOX 2 Think of three houses you like and describe them to your partner. 

ft's 

" 

120 

a four-bed roomed 
apartment I 
a three-storey house I 3 
on the fifth floor of a 
high-rise building I 
on an estate in the 
centre 
on the outskirts I 
in the suburbs. 

looks out over the city I 
the mountains. 

4 

S 

A 
rugs tiles parquet 
wooden floorboards 
fi ttcd carpets 

For example: I really like my III lele's house. It's a huo-storey hOZ45e . . . 

Match these objects with a part of the house. See if your partner agrees . 

Object Part of the house 
a) empty suitcases 1 the cellar 
b) a fireplace, a mantelpiece 2 the staircase 
c) wine, coal 3 the porch 
d) a desk, bookcases 4 bedroom 
e) a doormat 5 the lounge 

n banisters 6 the loft 
g) wardrobe, chest of drawers 7 the study 

How many of these objects are in your own house? What part of your house are they in? 

Work with a partner. Decide what all the items in each of the following groups have in 
common. 

B 
blinds shutters 
double glazing 
curtains 

C 
power points 
shelves paintings 
radiators 

o 
a lette rbox a latch 
a knocker a bolt 
a doorbell 
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listening 

? 

6 Complete the sentences so that they arc tnle for you. Discuss with a partner. 

a) My ideal home would be a ... w ith . 
and ... 

b) It would have a view overlooking. 
c) The rooms would be painted ... 

d) On the floor I'd have ... 
e) The most beautiful room would be . 
f) I'd share my home with. 

1 Work with a partner. Look at the pictures and discuss these questions. 

a) which room do you like best and why? 
b) What kind of people do you think these rooms belong to? 
c) What kind of house do you think each person lives in? 

o 

D 

2 You're going to listen to a psychologist talking about the rooms in 1 and what each room 
says about the person who lives there. Before you listen, match his interpretation to the 
room you think it applies to. 

a) This is someone who lives in the world of imagination. 
b) A real eccentric lives here. 
c) There' s plenty of evidence to suggest that this is a successful career person. 
d) This person wants to be ready to pack their bags and leave at short notice. 
e) I'd say this person is a bit of a party animal. 
f) I think this is someone who doesn't actually spend much time at home. 

3 g 64 Listen and check your answers to 2. 

4 Do you agree with the psychologist's comments? Turn to page 138 for the real people's 
comments. 
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Anecdote Think about your favourite room. You are going to tell your partner about it. Choose from 
the list the things you want to talk about. Think about what you will say and what language 

Quantity 

you will need. 

o Which is your favourite room? 

o What do you use it for? 

o How is it decorated? 

o What sort of furniture does it contain? 

o What kind of floor covering does it have? 

o What do the windows look out on to? 

o What's the best thing in the room? 

o Is it usually tidy? 

o who cleans it? 

o Is there anything you'd like to change about it? 

o How much time a day do you spend in it? 

o In what ways do you think your favourite room 
reflects your personality? 

Close up 

( language referenuo p111 ) 

1 Work with a partner. Look at these eight extracts from the listening in the previous 
section. What do all the extracts in group A have in common? What do all the extracts in 
group B have in common? 

122 U fJ I T 13 

A 
a) there are yeO' few clues 
b) there are loads of bright colours 
c) there are hardly any personal objects 
d) there are~ fam ily photos 

8 
e) there is yeO' little natural light 
o there's far too much stuff 
g) there isn't really enough furniture 
h) there is plenty of evidence 

2 Replace the underlined quanti ty expressions in 1 with a similar alternative from the list 
below. You can use some expressions more than once. 

1 a lot more .. . than necessary 
2 lots of 

3 more than enough 
4 not a sufficient amount of 

5 not many 
6 not much 

7 almost nO 
8 no 

3 Add an appropriate quantity expression from the box to make the sentences true for 
you. Compare your answers with a partner. 

all of most of several of not (very) many of a few of hardly any of 
none of 

,) __ my friends live in small villages. 
b) __ the people in my neighbourhood go to work by car. 
0) __ the shops near my home are open on Sunday. 
d) __ the houses in my street have big gardens. 
e) __ my neighbours keep pets. 
o __ the buildings in my area were built in the last ten years. 
g) __ the people I work with smoke. 
h) __ these exercises are easy. 

Home 



Feng Shui Feng Shui (pronounced 'fung shway) is a Chinese system for deciding the 
right position for a building and for placing objects inside a building in order to make 
people feel comfortable and happy. 

2 Read about how Feng Shui can help you start your day well. Find eight ways to 
improve the room in 1 in order to achieve good Feng Shui. 

START YOUR DAY 

THE FENG SHUI WAY 
T

he right breakfast can make or break your 

day according to Feng Shui consultant. Simon 

Bro-.vn. And rt'S no good just eatmg the right 

food either - you've got to eat it in the right place. 

s Moming is a very important time because it's the 

transition from sleeping to waking. It's best to wake 

naturally. by sunlight flooding into the room. or from a 

rumbling stomach. Parents witt find it easier to get 

children out of bed if they need breakfast By eating their 

10 last meal between six and seven the night before. their 

food is properly digested by bedtime. and they're 

hungry in the moming. 

When you've made your way. bleary-eyed. to the 

table, you should find it an inspiring place to start the 

15 day. If you get off on the wrong foot. you can usually 

guarantee the rest of the day will go from bad to worse. 

"The worst thing you can do is eat breakfast in a kitchen 

with last night's washing-up on the work surface: says 

Simon.'1t should be clutter-free: For an uplifting room to 

20 send you off ful l of energy use bright colours, like red 
and yellow. &It for a calmer effect. decorate with pastel 

greens and blues, and choose the plates and bowls in 

the same way. If you're planning to re-do your kitchen. 

let the energy flow through the room by using wooden 

2S worl<tops and tables, and ceramic tiles for the fioors. 

Ideally, your breakfast place should be facing east, so you 

see the sun rising over your bowl of com-flakes.You can 

also create a Feng Shui environment with plants and 

fresh flowers. Failing that. inspire yourself wrth a picture 

30 on the wall to look at while you eat Simon explains, 

'Look around the room and think about the things that 

make you feel positive. Have a picture of something that 

motivates you, like a photo of a holiday destination 

you're saving up to visit or a car you would love to buy: 

3 Replace the underlined words and expressions in the sentences below with words or 
expressions from the text in 2. 

a) If I stay up after midnight, I look very ~ in the morning. (line 13) 
b) If I miss breakfast, [ start the day badly. After that, it usually continues to 

deteriorate. (lines 15 and 16) 
c) At the end of every day, my desk is completely tidy and clear of rubbish. (line 19) 
d) A place where I can dance all night and watch the sun coming up in the morning 

that's my ideal place for a holiday. (Hnes 27 and 33) 

4 Which of the statements in 3 do you think are true for your partner? Ask and find out. 

5 Work with a partner. Answer the questionnaire below. Then tum to page 137 to check 
your answers. 

TRUE OR FALSE? 
a) People who go to work on an empty stomach have better concentration and memory 

than those who eat breakfast 

b) People who eat breakfast are slimmer than those who skip it 
c) If you only eat sugary cereals for breakfast, it's better to miss it out completely. 

d) A breakfast of fruit juice. cereal and toast has I ,(x)() calories. 

One in five teenage girls skip breakfast to lose weight ,) 

D According to Feng Shui. if you have difficulty waking up. it's a good idea to try sleeping with 

your head facing east 

g) If you eat breakfast you're more like~ to snack on crisps and fizzy drinks during the day. 

h) After breakfast, people's moods improve. 
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The Freedom Ship 

It will be the world's largest ship, home to 65,000 people 
who will live and work in a tax·free city on the sea 

service 

Reading 

U /oj I T l13 

Airstrip 
3,800ft runway will cater for helicopters 
and commercial aircraft 

1 
-~ ..... The ship wi ll circle the globe in 
two-year c:ydes following a route 
that will keep its residents in 
perpetual sunshine 

a,...-- Swimmi~ pools 
Multi-level baths open 24-hours 

;,..~- P .... 
Trees and waterfalls as well as 
playgrounds for children 

Restaurants 
Diners will have a cnoice of food 
from countries all over the world 

_",,-- Entertainment 
Cinemas and theatres as well as 
casinos 

'~~!l':=--- Harbour 
Mooring for passenger ferries and 
private yachts 

1 The Freedom Ship is a project to build a ship more than six times bigger than the biggest 
ship currently in operation. Work in small groups. Look at the illustration and discuss 
what might be the advantages and disadvantages of living on such a ship. 

2 Work with a partner. Complete this paragraph with what you think are suitable 
numbers to describe some characteristics of the Freedom Ship. Then read the article 
opposite and see how close your guesses are. 

The Freedom Ship will be almost (1) _ _ long and (2) __ h igh. It will provide 
a tax haven home for (3) __ people. Its immense size means that even a 
(4) __ metre wave would displace it by less than (5) __ centimetres. The 
price of apartments ranges from (6) S __ to (7) S __ • and the total estimated 
cost of the ship is (8) S __ . 

Home 



'Floating Monaco' set 
to cruise the world 
Almost 1.3 ki lometres long and 
thirty storeys high, it could cruise 
the high seas, providing a tax 
haven home for 65,000 people. 

s Engineers are planning to build the 

ship. the largest ever, complete 
with 20,000 apartments. an airport, 

golf courses, hospitals. a university 
- and even a free tram service. The 

10 idea is for the 2.7 million ton 
vessel 10 circumnavigate the globe 
once every two years, spending a 
quarter of its time in transit and the 
rest anchored close to big cities 

IS such as New York. 

Called the Freedom Ship, it is 
the dream of Engineering 
Solutions. a company based in 
Rorida which has given up all il~ 

20 other work to concentrate on 
building the enonnous vessel. The 

proposed ship is so large that it 
will have to be built at sea. 

The perks for passengers lie not 
25 only in the facilities. They will not 

have to pay lax or excise duty, 
although they will have to pay a 
monthly amount towards the 
vessel's upkeep. 

30 Passengers will be screened to 
ensure a crime-free environment. 
' It is a chance to create the world's 
first ideal community,' said 
Nonnan Nixon, 58, the project 

3~ manager. 'The inspiration for the 

project was to design the best place 

in the world for living and having 

fun.' 
Because of its immense size, 

40 the ship will be able to withstand 
hurricane-force winds. while its 
width means that even a 25 mctre 
wave would displace it by less than 
two centimetres. Power will be 

45 provided by a hundred engines at 
the rear. 

The piece de resistance will be 
an airport on the ship's top deck, 

capable of handling commercial 
so flights, as well as the private planes 

and helicopters of millionaire 
residents. Docking space for 
yachts and hydrofoils will be 
provided on the bottom deck. 

55 According to the company, 
reservations and deposits have 

already been placed for 100 homes 
by customers from allover the 
world. The price of apanments 

60 ranges from $150.000 for the most 
basic to $4.2 million for 
penthouses, which will have three 
bathrooms and fifty metres of 
windows with panoramic views. 

65 Residents will be able to work on 
board. and the company says that a 
number of contracts have already 
been signed for restaurants, shops 

and businesses. 
70 The plans have been greeted 

with a mixture of surprise and 
scepticism from ship engineers. 
Dr John Brown. the engineer 
who designed the Queen 

75 Elizabeth and the QE2 said, 
'While it will clearly float and is 
capable of being built, I think we 

should stop thinking so big. I 
can't think of anything worse 

SO than being thrown together in 
that space with 65,000 other 

people: 
The aim is for the sewage to 

be incinerated in electric toilets 
lIS to reduce pollution, while waste 

that cannot be burnt will be 
stored and sold for scrap when 
the ship nears a pon. 

The total estimated cost of the 
90 ship is $5.4 billion. and buyers of 

the first two thousand apartments 
are being offered a 35% discount 
to arouse interest. Construction is 
due to start when $180 mill ion 

95 has been ra ised, and the project is 
intended to be fully self

financing. 
The Freedom Ship will have a 

prestige similar to that of the 
100 Titanic, which was the largest 

ship in the world when it was 

launched on May 31. 1911. 
However, Brown. 98, believes 
people are starting to miss the 

1O~ point. 'If they really want such a 
big ship to get away from it all, 
then perhaps they shouldn't leave 

dry land in the first place. There 
is much more space on terra 

l10 firma.' 

--~---""""--"-----'--- --
3 Find answers to these questions in the article. 

a) How long will it take the Freedom Ship to go round the world? 
b) Where is this enormous Iillil2 going to be built? 
c) Why will passengers be investigated before they can buy a home on the ship? 
d) What was the idea behind the project? 
e) What will enable the Freedom Ship to ~ severe weather conditions? 
f) What will be the most impressive thing on the ship? 
g) Who has expressed.d..mlllt about the project? 
h) How are they trying to stimulate interest among prospective buyers? 

4 Look through the article again and find altemati ve words and expressions to replace 
those underlined in 3. 

5 With the Freedom Ship, Norman Nixon says that he is trying to create 'the world's first 
ideal community'. Discuss what you think he means by this and whether you think such 
a concept is possible or desirable. 
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FLATS IN THE CLOUDS 
 

Blocks of "high rise" flats have been erected in large numbers in London and in many 
others big cities. Just after the Second World War these immense twenty- to-thirty storey 
buildings, hundreds of feet in height, were thought to be the ideal solution to the dual problems 
of acute housing shortage and lack of space in urban areas. At first, the ultramodern apartments 
were much sought after city- dwellers, and hundreds of the vast blocks have been build before 
anyone began to doubt that they were suitable places for people, children especially, to live in. A 
well-known British architect, who personally designed many of these buildings, now believes 
that they may well have inflicted a great deal of suffering on those people who have been housed 
in them, and evidence has been amassed by sociologists which suggests that severe loneliness 
and deep depression are brought about by life within these great towers. Some psychologists 
even maintain that an unduly large proportion of their inhabitants suffer from mental disorders 
and develop criminal tendencies. As a result of the recent queries, plans for new high-rise blocks 
are being scrapped. They are going to be replaced by so-called "low-rise" blocks, at most six 
storey high.  

But nevertheless nowadays skyscrapers are really striking and they are great for shops 
and business offices here one of them: 111 Huntington Avenue - Bronze Winner of the 
Skyscrapers.com Award 2002. 111 Huntington Avenue is a new office building in Boston's 
Prudential Center, located in the Back Bay area alongside the city's tallest buildings. The 
structure consists of a multifaceted tower, rising to a telescoping cylindrical top with a distinctive 
open dome framework. The facade is glass, divided by projecting fins on 4 curved sides. Each 
corner is staggered so that there are 20 corner offices per floor.  

The 169 meter (554 foot) tower is the tallest built in Boston since 1987, and debuts as the city's 
8th tallest building. It is owned by Boston Properties, Inc., one of the major developers and 
property managers of the United States' East Coast.  

Childs Bertman Tseckares, the firm responsible for 111 Huntington Avenue's design, is the 
recipient of the Skyscrapers.com Bronze Award for 2002. The company was founded in 1967 
and is one of Boston's major architecture, interior design, and urban planning firms.  

 



6. 
Property Description 

Description of rooms in house 
(Measurements are in feet. e.g. 23 x 26 means 23 feet by 26 feet.) 
The house has 4 bedrooms, 4 baths, block construction, new asphalt shingles, hot water heating, air 
conditioner, a satellite dish, wet and dry central vacuum, extra wide doors and hallways and new 
flooring.   It is well insulated and wired for sound.  The front foyer is 7 x 16 and has 2 closets. 
 The Office and studio is 23 x 26 with a separate entrance, 3 walls have built in cupboards. It has 
plumbing, air conditioning, task-lit area, with a ceiling fan. 
 The family room is 24 x 36 with a gas or wood fireplace, skylights, music centre, bathroom for the 
office and studio.  The bathroom has walk-in showers. 
 The back foyer from the garage is 8 x 14 with a closet and sliding patio door. 
 The great room is 23 x 38. The room was designed for an indoor swimming pool. It has TV hookup for 
satellite, features cherry wood paneling, ceiling fan, exhaust fan for cooling and humidity control and a 
display of 9 table fountains.  It has a connecting full bath 10 x 13 with built-in cupboards. 
 The formal dining and living room is 13 x 35 with decorated ceilings.  
 The kitchen is 17 x 21 with European cupboards, pullout shelving, an island, floor to ceiling pantries, 
walk-in baking centre. The kitchen is fully equipped. 
 We have an informal dining room off the kitchen 17 x 21, bar, mirrored wall, built in entertainment 
centre, feature wall with cherry wood paneling and a ceiling fan. 
 The master bedroom is 18 x 30 with ensemble suite, walk in closet, full bath, TV and telephone 
outlets. 
 Bedroom #2 is 12 x 17 with a closet, ceiling fan, TV and telephone jack. 
 Bedroom #3 is 12 x 17  with an alcove, TV and telephone. 
 Bedroom #4 is 17 x 34 with an ensemble suite, full bath with handbars, 2 closets, hookup for telephone 
and TV, entertainment centre, wheelchair accessability. The house has extra wide doorways and 
hallways.   
 The laundry room is 10 x 12 with linen closets, washer and dryer, laundry, sink and sewing area. 
 The solarium is 10 x 40 with a patio door and ceiling fans 
 The basement is 30 x 36 with a cold room, natural gas boiler, sand point well, water softener, deep 
freeze, shelving, extra storage and 2 water heaters. 
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7. 
House Description 

Provence Amour is a 350 year old 4-story stone village house with an entry way and a garage on the 
rez-de-chaussez (ground floor).  A tiled circular staircase lit by windows facing a beautiful green space 
leads up to the next three floors. 
First Floor 
The first floor consists of a comfortable living/salon area and a newly renovated American style 
kitchen.  A dining area completes this main floor of the house.  Windows on the living/salon side of 
this area open out onto a view of Cotignac's famous rocky cliffs and caves, topped by a medieval stone 
tower.  Just below the living room window is a park bench and running spring water fountain dating 
from 1806.  The view from the kitchen window on the other side of the house provides a panoramic 
landscape of the area, complete with a monastery in the background. 
Second Floor 
The Moustier Room 
This floor of the house has a large bedroom and private bath/toilet room.  The room is furnished with 
an antique standard double (full) bed, overhung with a Moustier design wall hanging.  A matching 
large armoire and nightstand are also found in this bedroom.  A Provencal shepherd print is located just 
above the writing table and chair.  The Moustier room also offers a comfortable sofa for relaxing. 
All linens, blankets, bath towels, etc. are provided.  Again, the windows in the front provide a 
breathtaking view of the overhanging cliffs, medieval tower, and the water fountain/sitting area below 
in the very quiet street.  The bathroom has a small "sabot" style tub with a handheld shower, 
sink/mirror, and toilet.  The view from the bath/toilet room looks out onto the large expanse of green 
area. 
Third Floor 
The Sunflower Room  
The third floor also has a large and sunny furnished bedroom and a private shower/toilet room.  The 
room has an antique wood carved headboard  double bed (linens provided), with a matching antique 
marble topped night stand and dresser with mirror.  The new bed mattress is covered by a wonderful 
quilt and matched by a quilted sunflower wall hanging over the bed. There is a linen covered clothes 
closet for our guests' convenience.  Guests will enjoy having a writing table and chair in this sunny 
room.  
The bathroom has a new shower stall, sink/mirror, and toilet.  The room is lit by a large skylight, 
flooding the room with the wonderful Provencal sunlight.  From the front of the bedroom there is a 
large window with a view of the cliffs, tower, and fountain area.  There is also a very small window in 
the bedroom offering a pretty view of the tiled roof tops of the village.  From every room of the house 
you can hear the pleasant murmur of the water fountain.   
Note:  Extra sleeping arrangements:  An additional single bed or baby crib may be made available upon 
request in each of the bedrooms for an additional charge. 
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Home rules 
 

What does the word 'home' mean to you? How do you say the word in French? In Spanish? In your 
language? Although people usually know what the word means, it often has no exact translation. It's 
not surprising really, because the idea of home varies from country to country, and from person to 
person. A home is more than a roof and four walls. It's the cooking, eating, talking, playing and family 
living that go on inside which are important as well. And at home you usually feel safe and relaxed. 
 
But it's not just that homes look different in different countries, they also contain different things and 
reveal different attitudes and needs. For example, in cold northern Europe, there's a fire 
in the living room or kitchen and all the chairs face it. In the south, where the sun shines a lot

What's the main room', in your home? 

 and it's 
more important to keep the heat out, there are small windows, cool stone floors and often no carpets. 
We asked some people about their homes. 

'The kitchen, because its warm and we have breakfast, lunch and dinner

Do you have a television? If so, where? 'In the bedroom. We like to watch it inbed.' Maurice, Bruges, 
Belgium 

 there seven days a week.' 
Jackie,Cork, Ireland 

Do you lock your door when you go out? 'In cities we do. Although when I was a child in the Tatra 
mountains, we left the
to drink, such as a glass of milk; on a table inside, so that visitors and travellers could stop and re fresh 
themselves.' Grazyna, Katowice. Poland 

 door open with bread and dishes of food and something 

How often do people move home in your country? 'In the USA many people move every ten years or 
more.' Cheryl, Boston, USA 
If you live in a town, do you stay there at weekends? 
'Well, we live in the town, but only because I'm an architect and I work there. I really wouldn't call it 
home - that's what I 
call our house in the country where we go every weekend. Elizabeth, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
What are typical features of homes т your country? 'In Britain, even in the town there's always a 
garden and sometimes a cellar. We have separate  bedrooms and living rooms.

So home means different things to different people. What does it mean to you? 

 But we don't often have 
balconies or terraces. The weather isn't warm enough!' Pat, Exeter, England 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



THERE ARE HOUSES AND HOUSES  

  

Terraced houses are usually found in inner cities. They can be anything up 
to 150 years old and were often built by industries to house their workers 
near the factories. They are built in long rows where each house is attached to 
the one on either side. The back of this type of house faces the back of 
another identical row of houses, so they are often known as ‘back to backs’. 
In recent years many terraced houses have been renovated: central heating 
has been added and other improvements made to what was originally a 

simple and sometimes primitive home with an outside toilet and no bathroom. 

 Semi-detached houses have been built in large numbers since the 1930s. 
When Britain’s towns and cities expanded into suburbs. Each house is part of 
a pair and is joined on one side to its partner. The semi usually has a small 
back and front garden, three bedrooms and a small bathroom. It is the most 
popular type of house in Britain and could be called the home of ‘Mr and 
Mrs Average’. Towns in Britain have areas which contain streets and streets 
of semis often with well-kept gardens. 

  

The detached house stands by itself, usually with a garden all around it. These 
houses are much more expensive than semis and are often owned by 
professional people. Most detached houses are to be found in affluent suburbs 
or in the ‘green belt’ - a strip of protected open countryside around a city, where 
no industrial development or major building schemes are allowed. Some large 
cities (particularly London) also have a ‘commuter belt’ - so called because the 
professionals who live there travel (commute) every day to work into the city 
by train or car. London is surrounded by miles and miles of ‘commuter belt’. 

Some commuters travel up to three or four hours from their homes to their 
work. 

  

Britain is famous for its country cottages which are often built on the 
country estates of wealthy landowners. The workers on the estate rented the 
cottages from the landowner and worked on the land. Cottages were also 
frequently built around a village green. Cottages have low ceilings, wooden 
beams and sometimes a thatched roof. In recent years some cottages have 
become second homes, bought by professionals during the economic boom 

of the 1980s. 

  

 

 

 

 



In the 1950s and 1960s local councils cleared a lot of the slums in the inner city areas and knocked down 
terraced houses in very poor areas. The people were re-housed in tower-blocks on the outskirts of the city or in 
the centre of the city. Tower blocks can vary from 3-5 storeys high up to 10-20 storeys high. Each storey 
contains 5 of 6 flats for families. In recent years local councils have tried to improve the areas around tower 
blocks by creating ‘green space’, children’s playgrounds and facilities for the community to use. Some tower 
blocks in large cities like London can be very dangerous at night and they have been criticised for their long dark 
corridors, which encourage crime and vandalism. 

 

  

Most people in Britain feel responsible not only for their homes, but for the place 
and town they live in, and they do a lot to protect their surroundings. The British 
know that to have a happy home one should live in a happy country. 

This is the key of the kingdom: 
In that kingdom is city, 
In that city is a town, 
In that town there is a street, 
In that street there winds a lane, 
In that lane there is a yard, 
In that yard there is a house, 
In that house there waits a 
room, 
In that room there is a bed, 
On that bed there is a basket, 
A basket of flowers.  

 

WHAT TO SPEAK ABOUT TO PLEASE YOUR HOST FAMILY    

In terms of etiquette, always try to praise your hosts’ pet, if there is any. Even if the pet jumps on your lap and 
tries to lick you. 
For many English people, animals seem to be more important than human beings. Indeed, some believe that 
there is more support for the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) among the public 
at large, than there is for the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (SPCC). 
There are many stories of cats and dogs being left large sums of money when their owners die. There are 
cemeteries for household pets, and the sale of pet food is enormous. 
This is what a friend of mine who is a young man of 27 told me about his attitude to pets: ‘When I come home 
after a long day in the office tired and exhausted, no person, no medicine can help me better than my pets. I’ve 
got a dog and a cat. Amazingly, they are great friends. I adore them. There’s something about their character that 
attracts me. They are always loving, faithful and a wonderful company. They are not dishonest or two-faced. 
Although I’ve never been a member of any animal protection society I think I can call myself an animal lover. 
I’m, certainly, against any animal abuse.’ 
With so much care given to animals, be sure to pay compliments to your hosts’ pets - there’s hardly anything to 
please them more. 

 

  

I quite agree with this point of view, and I’d like to add that apart from pets your 
hosts might care for gardening, DIY (do-it-yourself), cricket, mountaineering, 
crosswords and what not. To get a better idea of how the Britons spend their spare 
time read the article ‘A Leisure Society’! 
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CABINET

TUB

CLOSET

KITCHEN

GREEN

YELLOW

BATHROOM

SHOWER

SINK

STOVE

RED

PURPLE

REFRIGERATOR

SHELF

BLUE��




